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Pg 25 - “Assemble Body and Head (end of paragraph) - …Sew bottom of head to body top. Close any
rem holes.

Pg 33 - “Body” …Fasten off, leaving a long tail. Close hole and weave in end.

Pg 49 - Remove “Pegasus or Unicorn” from above HEAD. Add line break to “Stuff head.”

Pg 53 - “Attach Legs” - …Use mattress st to sew side edges of upper parts of legs to sides of body.
(remove “back half of”)

Pg 66 - “Upper front leg” …(working stuffing around wire, if applicable). Close hold at top of upper front
leg

Pg 74 - “Attach and Stuff Head Top” - …stuffing into front edge of head top directly over face patch. Close
rem seam.

Pg 90 - “Install Safety Eyes” …muzzle with about 6 sts bet. Close hole at top of head.

Pg 97 - “Head”...Fasten off, leaving a long tail. Close hole and stuff head.

Pg 123 - “Install Safety Eyes” …with 5 sts bet eyes. Close hole at top of head.

Pg 125 - “Assemble and Attach Muzzle” ..of muzzle and jaw to head, stuffing jaw 75% full before closing
seam.

Pg 127 - “Optional: Wire Foot and Leg (fig 7)...bend wire to shape of leg, then fold top of wire down at a
90-degree… (missing a space between “ata”)

Pg 141 - “Install Safety Eyes” ….Rnd 7 of head with about 5 or 6 sts bet them. Close hold at top of
head.

Pg 145 - “Back Leg” …Rnd 13:...YO and draw through all lps on hook (counts as 1 sc), sc 3, pm, sc 6.
(16) - replace ‘in BLO’ with pm

Pg 145 - “Optional Wire Back Legs (fig 8)...Wire Front Legs earlier on this page for instructions but with
short row bend marked by pm oriented at the front of the leg.

Pg 146 - Attach Paws (fig 8) (Cut first half of first sentence that refers to the bend shaping) start here >>
Slide a paw over wire loop end sticking out of bottom of leg, if applicable. Sew open edge of paw
to Rnd2 of leg. Add more stuffing before closing seam.

Pg 156 - “Author” Megan’s professional credits as an artist span a variety of roles on over fifteen
animated feature films, television shows, and theme-park attractions… (change our period for comma
after “animated feature films”)


